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VICOBA model which exists today in Tanzania originated in Niger under the name of MMD model (Mata Masu Dubara) which roughly translates as ‘women on the move’. The model was formed specifically to empower women economically. The model was later adopted by other countries such as Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Uganda and Eritrea. In Tanzania the model was modified and adapted by Social and Economic Development Initiation of Tanzania (SEDIT) in the year 2002 and named Village Community Banks (VICOBA). Village community Banks in Njombe Township Ward were introduced in 2008. VICOBA in Njombe Township Ward has formed an umbrella organization called Saving, Loan and Credit (SILC).The SILC is an umbrella of ten VICOBA groups with 300 members, each group has 30 members. The objective of VICOBA groups was to supplement the income of its members by provision of soft loan to group members. Group members are encouraged to mobilize resources each week, organize regular business training sessions especially on income generating activities. Participatory Need Assessment, in Njombe Township Ward was conducted in January 2011, for the purpose of gathering information about Village Community Bank group’s opinions, needs, challenges and assets. In this assessment VICOBA group members participated fully in the various discussions.
The Community Needs Assessment led to the formulation of the project called “Training of Village Community Bank groups in Njombe Township Ward”. The project was implemented by conducting training to group leaders and group members on leadership and group management skills and entrepreneurship skills, business and financial management skills respectively.
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1.0  PARTICIPATORY NEED ASSESSMENT 

1.1  Introduction
This chapter describes the community profile and participatory need assessment that lead to the formulation of the project to find a solution to one of the problem identified during the assessment. Participatory Need Assessment (PNA) identified a number of problems that affected the community. Afterwards, with the researcher’s assistance the community prioritized the problems and decided which problem should be solved first. This is when the project was formulated. The participatory need assessment of this project was conducted in Village Community Bank (VICOBA) groups of Njombe Township Ward. And Assessment was done specifically in Village Community Bank groups in six areas of Njombe Township Ward i.e. Njombe Town, Kambarage, Matalawe, Igeleke, Mfereke and Chaugingi

Village Community Bank (VICOBA) is formed when people with common interest come together to deliberate on how they can go about the problems they are facing e.g. Poverty, food insecurity, non affordability of basic needs, lack of knowledge and skills. The group is formed where the members come together and register, set days, place and time for meetings. The groups also establish group rules and regulations; agree on the amount of money or resources to be contributed as savings/shares. 

The structure and procedures for formation of VICOBA groups is common to all groups. Implementation of VICOBA training methodology goes over four (4) stages. The stages include introductory stage, intensive training stage, development stage and Maturity stage. In the introductory stage, training is conducted for 2 to 3 weeks; the stage involves the identification of client groups and acquaints them with the basic characteristics of VICOBA methodology. The second stage involves intensive training which is done for 3 to 4 months. The training enables group member to understand clearly how better to manage their group activities and provides business management skills that enable them to select, plan and manage their Income Generating Activities (IGAs) profitably. 

The Third stage is termed Development stage which is done for 4 months or more this involves assisting the group to move towards independence by allowing the groups to work under minimum supervision. And the forth stage and last stage is Maturity stage which is done for 4 months or more mainly to assist the group to become independent and implement all VICOBA activities without assistance. When savings become adequate, members start taking loans in turns and repay with interest.  The VICOBA cycle usually takes up to one year. At the end of the VICOBA cycle, members receive their shares plus a profit according to the number of shares one owned. After that another cycle of VICOBA can be initiated.

1.2	Community Profile of Njombe Town Council
1.2.1	Geographical Location
Njombe Town Council was carved out of Njombe District Council and was officially established on 1st July 2007. Njombe District is one of six districts in Iringa region. The other districts are Iringa, Mufindi, Makete, Ludewa and Kilolo. (NTC 2009).
Njombe Town Council is found in the Southern Highlands of Tanzania. It is one of the eight Councils in Iringa region. The Njombe Town Council geographical location is   9° 10”and 9°.45” latitudes and 34°25” up to 35°27” longitudes East of Greenwich. The Council borders Njombe district Council to the north and Ludewa district and Songea District to the South. To the east it borders with Kilombero District and to the west it borders with Makete district. Njombe Town Council (NTC) is formed by two divisions Igominyi and Njombe town; Seven Wards, 26 Mitaa and 44 Villages. These Wards are Njombe Township, Uwemba, Iwungilo, Luponde, Yakobi, Kifanya and Matola (NTC 2009). 

Njombe Township Ward is among seven Wards of Njombe Town Council (NTC) and is located along the Songea road. Njombe Township Ward is bordered by Yakobi and Uwemba Wards in the south, Igosi Ward in the East, Mdandu and ikuna Wards in the North and Kidegembye Ward in the West. (NTC 2009)

1.2.2	Administration
Njombe Town Council (NTC) covers a land area of 3212 km2. The Council is divided into two divisions which are Njombe town and Igominyi. It has a total of 7 Wards, which are further divided into 26 areas and 44 villages. The Council has a total of 220 hamlets “Vitongoji” as indicated in Appendix 1.

1.2.3	Climate 
Njombe Town Council (NTC) is divided into two zones the upper highland zone and lower highland zone. The upper highland zone lies between 2000 meters to 2500 meters above sea level. The rainfall is of 1200mm to 1400mm. Temperature ranges between 140c to 200c. The lower highland zone covers Njombe Township which is of 1200 meters to 2000 meters above sea level. Rainfall ranges between 1000mm to 1200mm and temperature is of 150c to 210c. (NTC 2009)

1.2.4	Population Size And Growth
According to 2002 Population and Housing Census the Njombe Town Council has a population of 126,586 of which Males are 58,989 and females are 67,597. But according to NBS population projection released, the population of Njombe Town Council for the year 2010 is estimated to be 133,814 people (68,185 female and 65,629 males) as indicated in Appendix 2 (NTC 2010)

1.2.5	Ethnic Compositions 
Njombe Township Ward is composed of many ethnic groups. The indigenous tribe is Bena which constitutes 85% of the entire population the other ethnic groups include the Pangwa, Kinga and Hehe. The remaining 15% is constituted by other ethnic groups. (NTC 2009)

1.3	Social and Economic Activities
1.3.1	Education
1.3.1.1	Primary School Education 
The Council has a total number of 76 public primary schools distributed evenly in all 7 Wards of Uwemba, Yakobi, Luponde , Kifanya, Njombe Town, Iwungilo and Matola and 5 private primary schools which are located in Njombe Township ward only. Appendix 3 shows distribution of primary school in each Ward and Village. The distribution shows that at least each village has one primary school. (NTC 2011)
1.3.1.1.1	Primary Schools Enrolment
The Council enrolled a total of 26,215 pupils in all 76 primary schools in the year 2011, whereas 12,799 were boys equivalent to 49% of the total enrolments and 13,416 girls equivalent to 51%. Appendix 4 shows Total enrolment by sex and class.

1.3.1.1.2	Secondary School Education 
The Council, like other local Councils in the country, has managed to establish at least a secondary school in each Ward as instructed by the Government, a total of 10,747 students were enrolled in 2011, where 4,590 are female student and 6,157 male students. Appendix 5 shows the distribution of Government, Community and Private Secondary Schools and enrolment in each secondary school.

1.3.1.2	Health Facilities 
Njombe Town Council has two hospitals of which one is Government owned and the other is private owned; six health centers one owned by the Government and five privately owned; forty four dispensaries four private owned, and forty owned by the Government. Appendix 6 shows the summary of Health Facilities in Njombe Town Council.
 
1.3.1.2.1	District Common Diseases
The main diseases include Malaria, acute respiratory infection (ARI), Pneumonia, Diarrhea, and Urinary Track Infections, Skin infection, Typhoid, Eye infection, genital discharge syndrome (GDS) and Pelvic inflammatory discharge (PID). However about 30% to 50% of 1,458 admitted cases are HIV/AIDS related cases. (NTC, 2007/2010).
1.3.1.3	 Water
Njombe Township Ward receives water through three main water sources which are Magoda, Lunyunyu and Melinze all of which are gravity schemes. The total number of household served with tape water is only 8,626 (69%) out of 12,481 households. Therefore the 3,855 (31%) are not served with tape water. Other Ward of Njombe District Council its only 16,699 (47.35%) receive tape water out of 35,265 household. Appendix 7 shows the demand and supply of water by Ward (NTC 2009)

1.3.1.4	 Other Water Service Providers
The Council is also getting water through other agencies and supports which include Sustainable Highland Participatory Organization (SHIPO), Roman Catholic, Tanganyika Wattle (TANWAT), and Tanzania Social Action Fund (TASAF) as indicated in Appendix 8. Also Njombe Town Council communities get water from boreholes and hand pumps which are private owned by individuals and organizations.

1.3.1.5	Major Economic Activities
Economic activities carried out in the Njombe Town Council include agriculture, livestock keeping, trade, growing of timber and wattle trees and processing industries. Agriculture and livestock keeping provides employment to about 78% of the population of the Town Council, while the remaining 22% are engaged in the other sectors.

(a)  Agriculture
(i)  Food crops
Food crops which are grown within the Ward include maize, beans, wheat, peas, cassava and potatoes. Appendix 10 shows the production of food crops of Njombe Town Council for the 2010/2011 season.

(ii) Cash crops
Cash crops growing in Njombe Town Council include tea, coffee, flowers, sunflower, chamomile and peppermint which are grown by both small landowners and plantation companies’. Appendix 9 shows the production of cash crop in the year 2010/11.

(iii)   Livestock
People within the Ward engage in livestock keeping activities such as cattle, goats, pigs and sheep. As shown in Appendix 11. (NTC 2010) 

(b)   Industries
The Ward has different types of processing industries, which are privately own. The industries range from small, medium to large scale. Industries include cooking oil processing from sunflowers, timber industries, milk processing, grain mills and tea processing. These processing industries add value to the agriculture, livestock and forest produce.

(i)   Milk production
This milk factory is a collaborative venture between Italian Company called Comitato Europeo per la Formazione e l’ Agricolture (CEFA) and individual local livestock keeper. It is located 5kms from Njombe town center towards Songea Region. It process and packs a variety of milk produce such as yoghurt, butter, cheese and fresh milk thus providing an opportunity to livestock keepers to sell their milk. NTC (2009)

(ii) Wattle factory
The factory is owned by Tanzania Wattle Company (TANWAT) and deals with growing wattle trees and extraction of/processing of wattle. The factory normally extracts 5,000 tones of wattle per year. Also the factory produces sawn timber, poles and match sticks for local consumption and export. The factory export annually 1,700 cubic meters of timber and 20,000 of poles. The wattle woods that remaining after debarking is used to produce thermal power for their use and sale to the Tanzania Electricity Supply Company (TANESCO) (NTC 2009).

(iii) Water bottling  
The Chemichemi water bottling factory is owned by Hanga Benedictine Fathers and is located in Igominyi division, Ihalula village, 40 kms from Njombe Town center. They bottle purified water from a natural spring; it packs 1,200,000 litres of water annually (NTC 2009).

(iv) Luponde Tea factory
The factory is owned by Mufindi Tea Company Ltd and is located in Igominyi division, 60 kms from Njombe town center towards Ludewa District. The factory produces and process (accept blending) green and black tea from its own plantations and out growers green leafs from surrounding villages. (NTC 2009)
(v)   Business Enterprises
People in Njombe Town Council are businessmen, they engage in a variety of  businesses such as retail shops, guest houses, selling of construction materials, local brew, stationeries, petrol stations, butcheries, Bars, Furniture/wood products,  Restaurant/Tea Rooms, Saw Mill machines and the provision of health, medical and educational services.
   
1.3.2	 Economic Infrastructure
1.3.2.1	 Road Sector
Njombe Town Council has all types of road classification, that is, National, Regional, District and Village roads. The trunk and Regional roads are tarmac while the District roads are either graveled of earth. Most of them are feeder roads which are in good condition and are accessible throughout the year. Appendix 12 shows the summary of road classification, type and their conditions.

1.3.2.2	 Air Strip
The Town has an air strip which is owned and serviced by Tanzania Government through Tanzania Airport Authority. The Airstrip is earth surfaced it only handles small aircrafts and charter planes. 

1.3.2.3	Telecommunication Services
The Township is well served with telecommunication linking the world by five telecom companies, Tanzania Telecommunication company Limited (TTCL), Vodacom Tanzania, Airtel, Tigo and Zantel mobile phone companies. It is estimated that 90% of Njombe Town Council is reachable by phone (NTC 2009). Other services used for communication include radio call network by the police and tea Companies, commercial internet services, mostly private and postal services. The Njombe Township has one private local radio station; Uplands radio (NTC 2009).

1.3.2.4	Banking Services











Figure 1: Map of Njombe Town Council
Source: Njombe Town Council- Planning Department, 2009
1.4	Community Need Assessment
Community Need Assessment (CAN) was conducted on 84 Village Community Bank group members from 6 VICOBA groups of Njombe Township Ward in January 2011 for purpose of finding out the group strengths, challenges, weaknesses and assets. The information collected helped the researcher to identify gaps that exist in all Village Community Bank group available in Njombe Township Ward. The problems were analyzed and prioritized by the group members themselves with the help of the researcher. 

Various participatory tools were applied during data collection method. Those tools included Focus group discussion whereby few members from each VICOBA group formed small groups and involved in discussion with the help of questions from researcher. Other tools were Interviews where respondents were asked questions and Questionnaires.

1.4.1	Overall Needs Assessment Objective
The overall objective of conducting CNA in VICOBA group members is to gather information concerning the Village Community Bank groups that exist in Njombe Township Ward together with identifying strengths, weakness and assets. The information obtained helped the researcher to identify gaps in the Village Community Bank group activities. Through identified problems the researcher was able to formulate the project.  

A meeting was organized for each group in order to identify their problems. The information collected helped the researcher to know the resources available and needed in the community. The data collected was further incorporated in the formulation and implementation of the project

1.4.1.1 Specific objectives
(i) To identify Njombe Township Ward stresses that constraints development.
(ii) To identify sources of the existing stresses in Njombe Township Ward.
(iii) To Identify assets available in Njombe Township Ward which will enable them to address their problem. 

1.4.2	Research Questions
To fulfill the objective of the research, the following questions were formulated.
1.	What are the economic activities undertaken in your group?
2.	What problems do you encounter in your operations?
3.	Are the farms mobilized in each VICOBA groups enough to provide capital to the members?

1.4.3	Research Methodology
Research methodology is a way to systematically solve the research problem. It may be understood as a science of studying how research is done scientifically. In it we study the various steps that are generally adopted by a researcher in studying his research problem along with the logic behind them (Kothari 2004).

1.4.4	Research Design
According to Kothari (2004), the research design is the conceptual structure within which research is conducted. It constitutes the blueprint for the collection, measurement and analysis of data.  Also Orotho (2003) defines Research design as the scheme, outline or plan that is used to generate answers to research problems. Therefore for this study descriptive survey was applied in conducting the study where by qualitative and quantitative research methods were employed.  Descriptive survey is the method of collecting information by interviewing or administering a questionnaire to a sample of individual. Qualitative method is method used for undertaking social research. It puts emphasis on person experience and interpretation rather than quantification. 

The quantitative method is concerned with attempts to quantify the social phenomena and collect and analyze numerical data. It also employs different tools to collect the information from the community. Through a set of questionnaire administered to VICOBA group members quantitative data was obtained while focus group discussion and unstructured interview were administered to VICOBA group members and informants to obtain qualitative data. 

1.4.4.1	 Sampling Techniques
The sampling technique of probability sampling and non probability sampling was employed in selecting the sample size. Probability sampling approaches is randomization, or random selection of people, places or things. Each unit in the population has an equal chance of being selected. The probability sampling is divided into four types which include simple random sampling, stratified random sampling, systematic random sampling and cluster random sampling. 

Simple random sampling is referred to as simple random sampling as no complexities is involved. In stratified random sampling the population is divided into mutually exclusive groups such as age groups and random samples are drawn from each group. While the cluster sampling the population is divided into mutually exclusive groups such as blocks, and the researcher draws a sample of the group to interview. 

Non-probability sampling is the method which is mainly applied to find out how a small group or a representative group is doing for the purpose of illustration or explanation. Non-probability sampling is divided in three types which are quota sampling, convenience sampling and purposive sampling. In convenience sampling method, the researcher selects the easiest population members from which to obtain information. While in purposive sampling the researcher uses his/her judgement to select population members who are good prospects for accurate information. In quota sampling researcher finds and interviews a prescribed number of people in each of several categories.

Therefore, for the purpose of this study the sample selection was made through probability and non probability sampling.  Simple random sampling was used to get the representative sample of VICOBA group members. A list of Village community Bank members was used to select each second member from the list to get the sample for study. Therefore a total of 84 people (47%)  VICOBA group members, 14 from each VICOBA group, were drawn out of 180 VICOBA group members from six VICOBA groups. Chairman from the above six groups were not included in the sample selected; they were represented by Chairman and Secretary of the SILC organization.  
This techniques was used because every member of the group has a known and equal chance of being selected. The sample selected was considered representative of the views of the remaining Village Community group members. Non probability sampling was done purposely to select 5 key informants by virtue of the position and role in the community with regards to the activities of the VICOBA. They are the Ward Executive officer, Ward Community development officer, Ward Agriculture and livestock officer,  SILC chairperson and SILC secretary. 

1.4.4.2	Data Collection Methods
The word “Data collection” refers to the gathering of information to serve or prove some facts (Kombo and Tromp 2006). For the purpose of this study several tools were employed in order to capture information about the Village Community Banks (VICOBA). Secondary and primary data were gathered from the group members and government leaders. According to Kothari (2004) primary data are those data which are collected the first time, and thus happen to be original in charter. Primary data is the information which is gathered directly from respondents through questionnaires, observation, interviews and focus group discussion.

Secondary data are those data which were already collected by someone else and were involving a review of published material and information from internal sources (Kothari 2004). 

1.4.4.2.1	Secondary Data
Documentary review was conducted by going through documents from VICOBA group offices and District Council offices. The documents includes the Njombe Town Council Social-Economic profile, Iringa regional Social-Economic profile and reports, records, manuals and meeting minutes from CBO headquarter and VICOBA groups.

1.4.4.2.2	Primary Data
During the research, unstructured interview method was used to obtain primary data. Unstructured interview is the guided interview in which some of the questions and topic are predetermined and more questions arises during the interview. Unstructured interview has various advantages such as being flexible, the respondent feels to be part of the team since there is no rigidity is displayed and since it is free response in a
relaxed atmosphere situation the answers given are more reliable. Therefore unstructured interview was employed to Ward Executive Officer, Ward Community Development Officer, Ward Agriculture and Livestock Officer, SILC Chairperson and Secretary. The purpose of doing the interview was to obtain more information about Village Community Banks group activities.   

1.4.4.2.3	Questionnaires
The questionnaire is the method in which questions are given to respondents for purpose of answering them at their own time. Questionnaire is the research instrument which gathers data over a large sample size. For purpose of this assessment, the questionnaire which comprises open and closed ended questions was given to 84 Village Community Bank members to fill in and was collected after seven days. All questionnaire sheets were dully filled and collected. 

In this research project, the questionnaires were translated into Kiswahili for purpose of being easily understood by all group members. The questionnaires were also pilot tested to twelve people, two from each group, to make sure that the questionnaire were be understood by targeted sample and generated the right answers. The pilot was fruitful where by respondents raised some concerns and suggestions with regard to the questions. Subsequently the respective areas were addressed.

1.4.4.2.4	Observation
According to Kothari (2004) observation is defined as the way we all observe things around us. During the study the researcher observed the life and activities of the community. These observations were recorded and supplemented other research methodologies used.

1.4.4.2.5	Focus Group Discussion
Focus group discussion was carried out by researcher to clarify any data which was not clear. The focus group discussion is a method of interviewing group of people with similar characteristic for instance similar age, education level, gender and profession using a checklist for purpose of gaining information about their views and experience of a particular subject (Kombo and Tromp 2006) . Random selection was done to select small group of 10 people in each 6 Village Community Bank groups. In this method the participants were free to express their feelings concerning the Village Community Banks groups.

Reliability and Validity 
Validity means that correct procedures have been applied to find answers to a question. Reliability refers to the quality of a measurement procedure that provides repeatability and accuracy. To ensure consistent and accurate results, standard designed questionnaire, interview guide as well as checklist for focus group discussion was used to collect the information from VICOBA groups. This enabled the surveyor to control the results of responses.

Quesionnaire consisting of pre-set questions were distributed to Village Community Banks group members who are literate, able to read, write, undestand and answer the questions on their own. The questions distributed were in simple thus there is no way that different intrepretations of the question could occur. In this case unstructured interviews with Ward Executive Officer, Ward Community Development Officer, Ward Agriculture and Livestock Officer, SILC Chairperson and Secretary were designed and conducted as face to face sessions.

1.4.4.3	 Data Analysis Methods 
The qualitative data from interviews, secondary data, focus group discussion and observation were processed manually while quantitative data from the questionnaires was processed using Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS). SPSS was employed for the purpose of summarizing the collected data and organizing them in such a way that they answer research questions. The collected data was analyzed using descriptive statistical methods where by tables with frequency, percentage, cumulative frequency and charts were used to interpret and improve primary data.
	
1.5	Community Need Assessment Findings 
1.5.1	Gender Distribution of the Respondents











Figure 2: Gender distribution of respondents
Source: Researcher findings 2011

1.5.2	Age distribution of respondents










Figure 3: Age distribution of the respondents
Source: Researcher findings 2011

1.5.3	Education level of Respondents
Most of the respondents, 75% have attained primary school education, 11.5% had secondary school education, while 3.6 % of respondents have obtained post secondary education and training and 9.5% did not attend formal education. This shows that the respondents at least can read and write and able to answer questions. Figure 4 shows the level of education of respondents.

Figure 4: Education level of Respondents
Source: Researcher findings 2011
1.5.4	Modalities of mobilization of resources by Village Community Banks groups 







Figure 5: Shows ways VICOBA groups mobilize resources
Source: Researcher findings 2011

1.5.5	Economic Activities












Figure 6:  Economic activities
Source: Researcher findings 2011

Through focus group discussion it has been noted that: VICOBA group members are able to engage in farming activities as well as petty business at the same time.  This was confirmed by the Agriculture and Livestock Officer who described the agricultural calendar as shown in chart 1. Farming activities in Njombe Township Ward start in October and end in February although the harvesting of maize is done in August. Land preparation and sowing for both maize, beans and potatoes is usually done in the month of October and November, weeding is done in the month of January and February, harvesting of potatoes and beans is done in February while the harvesting of maize is done in August. Therefore based on the above schedule members can be able to perform farming activities as well as petty business.

Also the researcher through observation have noted that: The Village Community Bank group members are undertaking agricultural activities as well as petty business. The farming activities occupy them for about five to six month that is from last week of October to mid February. Therefore the rest of the months can be able to do petty business. Chart No 1 shows the agricultural calendar for Njombe Township Ward in relation to farming schedule undertaking by VICOBA group members. 





Land preparation and sowing												
Weeding												
Harvesting of potatoes and beans												
Harvesting of maize												
Farming activities for  VICOBA group members												
Source: Researcher findings 2011

1.5.6	Business Environmental 
The business environment for Njombe Township Ward is conducive for people to engage in business. Because of good business environment people engage in business as well as agricultural activities. During the assessment 67.9% respondents said that the environment is conducive for business while 32.1% said the environment is not conducive for business. Table 1 shows the environment support for business.





 Source: Research finding 2011

During focus group discussion when researcher wanted to get clarification about why some respondents said the environment is conducive for businesses while other respondents said environment for business is not conducive it was revealed that; the business environment is conducive because no restriction is made on business activities. People are being able to engage in the business when wanted to do so provided you have capital and place of doing business.  Also the environment is not conducive because of high customs duty imposed by District Council and high house rent charged by land lord.  

1.5.7	Condition for Obtaining VICOBA loans
The group member obtain loan with condition as indicated in table 2 that 100% of respondents said there is condition for obtaining loans, that is being an active contributory of  Village Community Bank share scheme. 

Table 2:  Condition for obtaining loan
	Frequency	Percent	Valid Percent	Cumulative Percent
Yes	84	100.0	100.0	100.0
Source: Research finding 2010
When unstructured interview was conducted to SILC Chairman and  Secretary about conditions for obtaining loan in VICOBA groups they said that; VICOBA group members take loans on rotation basis on condition that repayment is made in three to six months. Also that there are no loan guarantees except for guarantee from two people within the same VICOBA group and active participation in group activities including attending meetings and purchasing shares monthly.

1.5.8	Types of natural resources
The life and economic activities of human being depends much on the environment. Human beings require water, fuel and food for survival. All products used by human beings are from the environment. Therefore conservation of the environment is very important for the sustenance of human life. Also the economic activities such as farming, fishing, mining and forest take place in the environment. Thus the management of environment is important for present and for the future generation.

Conservation is the management of human use of the biosphere so that it may yield the greatest sustainable benefit to present generations, while maintaining its potential to meet the needs and aspirations of the future generations. Community participation is inevitable in the process of the sustaining the environment. The community and individuals are the main users of natural resources, but sustainability is not an issue for only individuals (National Development Programme 1982).  

Documentary review at ward level indicates that Njombe Township Ward is characterized by natural open grassland covered with patches of planted trees particularly pine, eucalyptus and black wattle. Also the Ward has one water sources located in Melinze area. The Ward has a small river called Ruhuji which flows throughout the year and people who living along the river have the opportunity to cultivate throughout the year

During assessment it was also revealed that; Njombe Township Ward has various types of natural resources such as non indigenous planted trees such as pines, eucalyptus and black wattle, water sources and rivers. 33.3% respondents mentioned planted trees, 8.3%  respondents mentioned availability of water sources, 3.6% respondents mention river while 53.6% respondents mentioned availability of both planted trees, water sources and rivers. Table 3 shows the types of natural resources in Njombe Township Ward.








Source: Research finding 2010

1.5.9	Strategy for Conserving the Environment
Human lives depend much on environment for survival. Thus environment conservation is very important issue to community members. People of Njombe Township have various strategies for conserving the environment for future generations.  Those strategies include planting of trees and sensitization of community to avoid cutting of trees. During assessment 78.6% respondents mention strategy for conserving the environment as planting of trees, 10.7% respondents mention avoiding of cutting of trees and 10.7% mention both two strategies of conserving the environment that is planting of trees and avoid cutting of trees. Table 4 below shows strategy for conserving the environment.

Table 4: Strategy for conserving the environment
	Frequency	Percent	Cumulative Percent
Planting trees	66	78.6	78.6
community to avoid cutting of trees	9	10.7	89.3
All above	9	10.7	100.0
Total	84	100.0	
Source: Research finding 2010

1.5.10	Major Problems faced by Village Community Banks Operations
Inadequate entrepreneurship skills was mentioned by many respondents being the main problem and accounted to about 50% followed by inadequate capital 19%. Local Authority Taxes was mentioned by 15 respondents 17.9% while lack of permanent office and furniture were mentioned by 11 respondents (13.1%). Table 5 shows the problems Village Community Banks faced.
 
Table 5:  Major Problems in Village Community Banks operations
	No. of Responoents	Percent of Respondents
inadequate capital	16	19.0
inadequate entrepreneurship skills	42	50.0
High Local Authority Taxes	15	17.9
lack of permanent office and furniture	11	13.1
Total	84	100.0
Source: Research finding 2010
Focus Group Discussion in each of the sampled VICOBA groups was conducted in order to get detailed information on problems they faced; the researcher obtained the following information:  VICOBA group members have been doing petty business for purpose of earning income for their daily life needs as well as supplementing income from agriculture. In petty business they are performing are faced with several challenges which include inadequate entrepreneurship.

It was also observed that most of VICOBA members don’t have other source of capital to their business and farming activities they depend on only one source which is VICOBA. Since banks require collateral and charge high interest rates for any loans and they don’t have respectable physical assets.
  
Table 6: Problem Encountered in day-to-day Operation of Income Generating Activities
	Frequency	Percent	Cumulative Percent
Inadequate capital to expand the business	41	48.8	48.8
Lack of the entrepreneurship skill	11	13.1	61.9
Poverty	16	19.0	81.0
Lack of ready markets for some of their product	8	9.5	90.5
High prices of the agricultural inputs	8	9.5	100.0
Total	84	100.0	
Source: Research finding 2010

1.5.11	Problem encountered in day to day Operation of Income Generating Activities
Inadequte capital to expand the business was mentioned as the biggest problem in their income generating activities for about 48.8% followed by poverty 19% while Lack of entrepreneuship skill mentioned by 11 respondents (13.1%), Lack of ready market for their product was 9.5% and High price of the agriculture inputs was mentioned by 8 respondents (9,5%) see (Table 6).

1.5.12	Major Diseases Affecting the Community
Documentary review at district level shows that the major  diseases which caused morbidity to children under five year include Malaria, Acute Respiratory Infection (ARI) and diarrhea. Malaria is and has been the leading causing morbidity for person of five year old and above. According to data of 2010 out of 9,056 outpatient treated, 66.6% suffered from Malaria, followed by ARI (18.8%) and diarrhea diseases (4.4%). Also HIV/AIDS is problem to community of Njombe Township ward, this was revealed when the data for the financial year 2009/2010 and 2010/2011 was compared. In 2009/2010 the preverance of HIV/AIDS was 8.14% while the yera 2010/2011 it was 14.9% (NTC 2009). This was confirmed through Focus group discussion and iterview.

Commenting on the state of HIV/AIDS in the Ward, the Ward Community Development Officer observed that “HIV/AIDS is the problem to the people of Njombe Township Ward and has resulted in a large number of ophans and most vulnerable children”. He further, commented that “the Ward has 189 childen who are ophans and vulnerabe 95 are female and 94 are males”. Also noted factors which contributed to high prevalencies of  HIV/AIDS infection were unsafe sex whereby some people practice sex without condom, Poverty, people engage in sex to gain income, traditions of Inheritance of widow and traditions and custome which prohibit male circumcision.  
Also during assessment HIV/AIDS was observed to be the main problem to the community.  4.8% respondents mention Malaria as the problem, 61.9% mention HIV/AIDS as the disease which affect most people in Njome Township Ward, 3.6% respondents mention tuberculosis disease and 29.8% respondents mention Malaria, HIV/AIDS and Tuberculosis as the main three diseases which affect people of Njombe Town Council. Table 7  shows major diseases affect Njombe Town ward community.








Source: Research findings 2010

1.5.13	Coverage of Health Facility to Population Around the Ward
Although in Njombe Township Ward there are several health facilities respondents felt that they were not enough. Table 8  shows that 63.1% of respondents indicate that the facilities are not enough to meet the populations needs while 36.9 respondents says that the facility is enough to cover the whole ward population..






Source: Researcher findings 2010
1.6	Community Needs Prioritization
The Village Community Bank group member during community need assessment has identified many problems. Through FGD participants listed the main problems which required to be addressed as inadequate entrepreneurship skills, inadequate capital to expand their businesses, poverty, high prices of agriculture inputs, high Local Authority Taxes and lack of ready market for some of their products. Through pair wise ranking the VICOBA group members with help of researcher ranked the problems in order of importance (see table 9).





Table 9: Pair wise ranking
Problem	Inadequate entrepreneurship skills	Inadequate capital 	Poverty	High prices of agriculture inputs	High Local Authority taxes	Lack of ready market for some of their products	score	position
Inadequate entrepreneurship skills 		Inadequate entrepreneurship skills	Inadequate entrepreneurship skills	Inadequate entrepreneurship skills	Inadequate entrepreneurship skills	Inadequate entrepreneurship skills	5	1
Inadequate capital 			Inadequate capital 	Inadequate capital 	Inadequate capital	Lack of ready market for some of their products	3	2
Poverty				Poverty	High Local Authority taxes	Poverty	2	3
High prices of  agriculture inputs					High prices of  agriculture inputs	High prices of  agriculture inputs	2	3
High Local Authority taxes						High Local Authority taxes	1	4
Lack of ready market for some of their products							0	5


















2.0  PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

2.1  Background and Research Problem
This chapter examines the problem identified in the chapter one through need assessment conducted in Village Community Bank groups. Through pair wise ranking the Village Community Bank group members came up with one problem to be addressed. The problem identified becomes the project of this study.  Community Need Assessment (CAN) was conducted to VICOBA group of Njombe Township Ward for purpose of finding out the group strengths, challenges, weaknesses and assets. The information collected helped the researcher to identify gaps that exist in all VICOBA group. Various participatory tools were applied during data collection method. Those tools included focus group discussion, unstructured interviews, questionnaires and observation.





Table 10: Problem, cause and strength/opportunity
Problem	Cause	Strength/opportunity
Lack of the entrepreneurship skills	Lack of awareness of organizations which provide entrepreneurship and group management skills.	(i)Availability of Community development workers and cooperative workers.(ii)Presence of small lending organizations such as FINCA and PRIDE.
Inadequate capital to expand the business	The resources which are mobilized from group are not enough to fulfill all group members.	(i) Presence of soft loan provided by District Council to women and Youth(ii) Availability of financial facilities such as Banks, SACCOS and organizations such as FINCA and PRIDE.
Poverty.	(i)Low level of education,  (ii)Lack of technology(iii)Lack of Assets to put down as deposits or bond.(iv)inadequate employment opportunities (v)Difficulty in paying back loans. 	(i)Availability of credit facilities.(ii) Availability of fertile land and water sources for agriculture activities.(iii)Presence of Government policies such as MKUKUTA, Kilimo kwanza, and MKURABITA which provide opportunity and strategies for eradicating poverty in Tanzania. 
Lack of ready market for some of their products	(i)Inadequate information concerning available market 	(i)Availability processing industries.
High prices of agriculture inputs	High transport cost due to fuel price and poor infrastructure.	(i)Presence of price regulatory mechanisms.(ii)Presence of Government policies to provide subsidize to agriculture inputs.
High Local Authority Taxes	Lack of knowledge concerning Government policies	(i)Availability of communication system such as Radio, Magazine and Internet services.
Source: Research findings 2010

2.2	Problem Statement
Although Njombe Township Ward is located in the urban area, most of the income of its people depends on agricultural activities such as growing of maize, potatoes, beans, and wheat. Agriculture is among the sectors which is not performing well because it is associated with a lot of constrains. Those constrains include adverse weather condition, high price of inputs, inadequate technology, lack of ready made market for agricultural some of the products, low price of agricultural produce and lack of capital for expansion of businesses.

Due to above agricultural constrains people of Njombe Township prefer to undertake other activities which can help them to supplement the income from agriculture. Therefore non farm activities such as vegetable selling, kiosks, retails shops and small restaurants are very important for the community members. Small business activities generate employment especially to family members and additional income. Retails shops supply consumer goods to organization members and also generate income to owners.

Therefore for the community members to perform better in small business they have formed VICOBA groups for purpose of obtaining soft loans to start the business and buying agriculture input such as fertilizer and seeds. Since small businesses can not easily access finance from banks because they lack physical collateral and banks charge high interest rates. On their part banks consider the loans required as being too small, high risk and requiring high administrative costs hence high interest rates they are charging.
The VICOBA group’s member’s in spite of mobilizing the resources also get chances of obtaining training such as group dynamics, savings and credit, leadership skills, conflict management and design of business project. Training is important to group members because it enhancing the knowledge, skill and attitude of the group members to face various business challenges. Also through this knowledge the members can have efficient and profitable business.

2.3	Project Description
The Project Title is: Training of Village Community Bank groups: A Case Study of Njombe Township Ward, Njombe Town Council.

2.3.1	Target Community
The target community for this project is Six (6) VICOBA groups in Njombe Township Ward.  

2.3.2	Stakeholders Analysis
Stakeholder analysis is provided in table 11.

Table 11: Stakeholder analysis 
STAKEHOLDER	ROLES	EXPECTATION	PRIORITY
Community Development Department	Provide knowledge about entrepreneurship and group management skills.	Community will efficiently run the business hence high Profit.	1
Cooperative Department	Capacity building to group members on business and financial skills and proper management of VICOBA groups.	Economic empowerment of community	2
Accounting and Trade department. 	Provide soft loan to VICOBA women and youth 	Economic empowerment of community	3
Financial institution: Njombe Community Bank, NMB, NBC, CRDB, FINCA, PRIDE and SACCOS	Provision of loans andCapacity building to group members on business and financial skills.	Economic empowerment of community	4
Radio, Magazine and internet services	Provide information to group members concerning government policies and market information.	Group member will know the Government strategies for poverty eradication and obtain market for their produces. 	7
NGOs deal with orphans	Social support to orphan and vulnerable children	Orphans and vulnerable children supported with basic needs such as food, shelter and school material.	6
VICOBA	Provision of loans and Capacity building to group members on business and financial skills and proper management of VICOBA groups	Economic empowerment of community	5
Source: research finding 2010	

2.3.3	Project Goal (Overall objective) In CED Terms 
The overall goal of the project is to provide training to 21 group leaders in group management skills and all 180 VICOBA group members on entrepreneurship skills 
The Village Community Bank group members require these skills because during the community need assessment one of their needs was entrepreneurship skills and group management knowledge. Most of group members have inadequate entrepreneurship knowledge, business management and skills.

2.3.4	Project Objective
(i) To train 21 group leaders on leadership and group management skills.
(ii) To train 180 group members on entrepreneurship skills.

2.4	   Host Organization
The host organization, Saving, Loan and Credit (SILC) is the umbrella body for 10 VICOBA groups in Njombe Township Ward. The Organizations was formed in 2008 and it is comprises 300 members. 

2.4.1	SILC Vision and Mission
They are in the process of formulating the mission and vision together with amending the constitution to meet the organization needs.

2.4.2	SILC Objectives
(i) To make sure that Njombe Town Ward has VICOBA groups. By dissemination concept of VICOBA to other wards of Njombe Town Council.

(ii) 	To provide training to VOCOBA groups about group dynamics, savings and credit, leadership, conflict management and design of business project (According to local environment)
 (iii) To ensure that VICOBA group members have viable changes socially and economically. 

(iv) 	Monitoring and evaluation of VICOBA group activities.

2.4.3	Registration Status
The CBO is not yet registered. The CBO is in the process of being registered but their activity is known at district level.

2.4.4	Membership
Are all group members of Village Community Banks.

2.4.5	CBO Challenges
The CBO has to rent offices thereby raising its administrative costs. The CBO needs to have own offices, training equipment such as power point projectors and computer. They also need external sources of funding, members contributions alone are not enough. 

2.4.6	CBO Structure, Administration and Function
The SILC policies are proposed discussed and adopted by the Annual General Assembly or Extra ordinary General Assembly. The organization has an Executive Committee whose term of office is five year. The Committee member includes chairman, Secretary, Treasury and three elected members from VICOBA groups. The organization Chairperson is main spokesperson of the organization and chairs  all SILC meetings. Secretary main role include, dealing with organization correspondence, keeping all organization records such as organization meeting minutes. Treasurer role is the proper management of SILC finances. Facilitator role is to impart VICOBA knowledge to new group members and three elected members from VICOBA groups.

2.4.7	Organization structure of SILC CBO










Figure 7: Organization structure of SILC CBO













This chapter has coveres the literature review concerning capacity building of Village Community Bank groups. It coveres the  theoretical review, empirical review and policy review related to capacity building on entrepreneuship skills and group management of Village Community Bank. 

3.2	 Theoretical Review
Canadian International Development Association (1996) has defined capacity building as the process by which individuals, groups, institutions, organizations and societies enhance their abilities to identify and meet development challenges in a sustainable manner. Also according to UNDP (1997) capacity building is the process through which individuals, organizations, institutions and societies develop abilities (individually and collectively) to perform functions, solve problems, and set and achieve objectives.

Capacity building can take many forms, from enhancing an organization’s stock of information technology and equipment, to growing its membership and increasing its fundraising activities. But most common capacity-building activities are training, workshops, and seminars to build staff skills. In addition, capacity building often includes on-the-job training, which has proven to be an even more powerful training mode than those previously mentioned. On-the-job training typically accompanies in-house technical assistance from organizational staff and often figures in external consultancies contracted to deliver capacity-building services (Norem and McCorkle 2008).

Based on the above explanation the project of capacity building of Village Community Bank in Njombe Town Ward focuses mainly in the provision of training to group leaders and group members. The training concentrated on the provision of leadership and group management skills to village Community Bank group leaders, entrepreneurship skills, business skills and financial management to group members. The training provided is expected to change the behavior of group members on the way of conducting business activities. The training will add new skills which will enable them to perform better in business activities. Also through training/knowledge gained will help them to better use and manage resources they obtain from Village Community Bank

United Nations Development Program (1997) has defined ‘training’ as the process to modify attitude, knowledge or skill behavior through learning experience to achieve effective performance in an activity or range of activities. Also ILO (2002) defined ‘Training’ as the process of acquiring the knowledge, skills, and attitude that are needed to fill the gap between what people want to do, and what they are able to do now’.

3.2.1	Knowledge for Entrepreneurship
Acs and Virgill (2010) contend that knowledge expansion results in productivity improvements within a firm, which creates it and other proximate firms, thus enabling economic growth. A source of economic problems in developing countries is the underproduction of knowledge and human capital, as low levels of both forms of capital accumulation can slow down technological change (Nijkamp and Poot, 1998). Knowledge is particularly important in the product and production discovery process (Hausmann and Rodrick, 2003).  The creation of new firms, new products and improved production processes create “demonstration externalities” (Audretsch 2006) as entrepreneurs learn from examples and through better awareness and enhanced possibilities of market entry through new firm creation.

Knowledge is a strategic asset that helps organizations maintains their competitive ability in a turbulent environment (Jantunen, 2005). The success of organizations consequently is built upon organizations’ and individuals’ speed in learning. As organizations striving in today’s fast-changing marketplace are facing the need to have employees who know how to learn and who can quickly retool and be ready for new challenges. Self-directed learners seem to be individuals who are most likely to succeed at this and are becoming an increasing valuable resource within modern organizations (Naisbitt and Aburdene, 1985).

3.2.2	Human capital and Entrepreneurship
Knowledge creation is a function of human capital development and opportunity recognition. Human capital is defined as an individual’s stock of education, experience, skills and intelligence. Becker’s (1964, 1993) human capital theory, suggests that education and experience develop skills that enable workers to be productive. Human capital is enhanced through such learning and this manifests itself in varieties of high value opportunity recognition, skills enhancement and resource acquisition and use (UNDP, 2009).
The language, technical and social skills of new venture creation can be learned through entrepreneurship education and training. Ahmad and Hoffman (2007) argue that a country’s entrepreneurial performance depends on numerous underlying factors coupled with the personal attributes of entrepreneurs. They explain that entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship are created by a combination of three factors: opportunities, skilled people (technical and entrepreneurial capabilities and competencies) and resources (finance, technology). These three factors are all affected by two important conditions: the surrounding regulatory framework and culture which includes the business environment and people’s attitudes and aspirations for entrepreneurship


The quality of human capital (reflected in the education, training and experience of employees and owners) is expected to have a positive impact on firm growth. This is based on both neoclassical growth theory as well as the New Growth Theory where the quality of human capital is closely related to the role of ‘knowledge’. There is already plenty of evidence from previous studies that the firm’s likelihood of starting-up, survival, growth and successful performance in the market is affected by its human capital (Hoxha, 2009; Parker and Praag, 2006; Brown 2005; Chandler and Hanks, 1998). Human capital has also been treated as a complement to ‘technology’ with a positive impact on productivity and growth (O’Mahony, 2008). Both ‘training’ and ‘education’ have been used as indicators of the quality of human capital, with training as an alternative mechanism of enhancing employees’ and mangers’ skills, and their positive impact on growth (Kirby, 1990).
3.2.3	Requisite Skills Needed By Entrepreneurs
3.2.3.1	Business Management Skills
For entrepreneurs to engage in enterprise creation, they need to understand business methods, advised by highly trained people, how to plan, book keeping, understand the intricacies of modern businesses, amongst others. This skill is much needed especially in a situation when entrepreneurship mostly dominated by the informal sector (Nuakoh, 2003)

3.2.3.2	Financial Management Skills
Entrepreneurs need the financial management skills in order to start their businesses.
Analysts say that one of the biggest problems facing entrepreneurship mostly in the developing world is financial management (African Report, 2008). Research indicates that the people who work in the informal sector mostly have limited access to formal education; profiles in terms of the years spent in education suggest quite low levels of training. The lack of formal education can affect the way they manage their finances. It has been suggested by some expects that one of the skills needed by entrepreneurs in Africa is the financial management Skills. The entrepreneur should therefore be provided with skills including record keeping, savings, opening bank accounts, cash flow, budgeting and savings as well as writing business proposals. This would enable them to manage their finances as well as move their enterprises from the micro levels to mid –companies (Fluitman 1989).

3.2.4	Importance of Training to MSEs
 Training is the important tools for growth of MSEs and has been recognized worldwide. Training adds skills to MSEs owners, change behavior on how to conduct business activities and also enhance their ability to perform better. If the MSEs owners obtain the right skills they can be able to operate their businesses under competitive environment. Through training, the enterprises owners can acquire networks, technology and acquire new and better management techniques. This is because business training is mainly geared towards building entrepreneurial skills in order to better their business practices. (Roomi 2009, CIDA 1999).

Microfinance programmes was mainly introduced as means to provide credit which is the important source of the needed capital. However provision of credit alone without business skills will not be possible for enterprises to perform at optimal level. It is also possible that the outery from MSEs for credit could be reduced through enhanced business skills as the owners get exposed and gain more knowledge on how to better use and manage resources they have  (Gebru 2009 and Kuzilwa 2005).

3.2.5	Training to Village Community Bank (VICOBA)
Most communities nowadays have village banks from which members borrow small loans. Therefore if the community especially members of the village bank, had been provided with training in business skills they will be able to utilize the loans efficiently and run successful businesses. The majority of the population served by the village bank is illiterate or semi-literate which makes it more challenging in business management (Norwegian Church Aid Annual Report, 2010).

The training of VICOBA members is a crucial part of the process. Expanding trusted networks of family, friends and neighbors into functioning savings-and loan groups means learning new behaviors and new skills. At VICOBA training sessions, participants receive a thorough understanding of the principles for savings, business planning, and credit and loan management. Other skills include learning basic accounting of financial transactions, cost and price calculations. (LAMP Global Report, 2007)

Through the development of the VICOBA, the members may receive continued business training, discuss the merits of a loan or business proposal, debate a variety of ideas for small business start-ups, or even discuss other issues of common interest to the group, such as an upcoming meeting of the Village Council or how they can use their influence to spread awareness about HIV/AIDS. (LAMP Global Report, 2007)

3.3	Empirical Review
The VICOBA model which exist today in Njombe Town Council also exist in other regions in Tanzania and African Countries such as Uganda, Rwanda, Eritrea, Zimbabwe and Mozambique.  The methodology adapted is the same to all countries although they may differ in terms of names. In all models whether is VICOBA, VSLAs, ROSCA and ASCA the capacity buildings in the form of training have been an important tool in their formation and development of groups. Therefore the following is the literature review concerning the community lending in Niger, Uganda, Rwanda and Tanzania. In all experience training is part and parcel of their development. Social and Economic Development Initiation of Tanzania (SEDIT)  is among the stakeholder who initiate the formation of Village Community Bank groups in various rural areas of Tanzania. 
The formation of VICOBA group involve the conduction of various training session include meaning and importance of a VICOBA group, rules and regulations, conflict resolution skills, saving and credit operation guidelines. Therefore through training group members has been able to utilize the loan efficiently and run successful business. Most of the members after training have confidence in many issues concerning their business compared to the past. 

3.3.1	Village Savings and Loans Associations (VSLAs) in Niger
Village Savings and Loans Associations (VSLAs) are recognized as a strong model for delivering financial services in rural, remote areas. The first version of this methodology, designed by CARE International, in Niger was called Mata Masu Dubara (MMD, Ingenious Women or Women on the Move). CARE Niger provides technical training and assistance for twelve months. 

During this period, groups undergo training and support through four distinct phases: Mobilization, intensive development, maturity and graduation. Training that runs through these phases’ covers aspects of association formation, association management and leadership, loan conditions and procedures, association regulations, record keeping and conflict management. Also MMD groups benefited from training on themes such as legal issues, literacy, women’s leadership, decentralization, family planning and HIV/AIDS (CARE 2006).

3.3.2	Saving and Loan Association in Uganda
Saving and Loan Association (SLA) which is the same as MMD model  was adopted in West Nile District of Uganda in 1999.  Before the groups graduated they must pass through four stage training which includes mobilization, intensive training, development and maturity stage. In all training period the group members obtain skills about operations of the VS & L groups and business development services training include the planning and management of the Income generating activities and advanced business training. (CIDA, 1999).

3.3.3	Saving and Loan Association  (SLA) in Rwanda
Is the model which adopted in Rwanda between 1999 to 2004. Unlike other model It does not promote new groups, but it identifies and selects existing associations that are already formed but are often inactive. Also is the same as MMD model in Niger the  groups must undergo 4 stages and graduate after 8 months training. During mobilization stage group are toughted about how SLAs are organized, benefits and requirements to become an SLA. In intensive training phase group leader like chairman and an advisor learn the role of the management committee, loan procedures, interest procuders, penalties, internal rule, problem solving and conflict resolutions. 

And group member obtain training about planning and management of an Income Generating Activities and at the end of the training module the group members expected to understand the best practices in businesses promotion, business planning and financial management (CIDA, 1999). Also like VICOBA group in Tanzania the SLA in Rwanda have social scheme which pay once every four week. The social fund help the group members with social emergwncies such as sickness or death of household member. (CIDA, 1999).
3.3.4	Village Community Bank (VICOBA) in Tanzania
VICOBA model which exist today in Tanzania originated in Niger under the name of MMD model (Masa Masu Dabaru). The model was later exported to Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Uganda and Eritrea. It was later modified and adapted in Tanzania Mainland by Social and Economic Development Initiation of Tanzania (SEDIT) staff in the year 2002 and thus named Village Community Banks (VICOBA) (SEDIT Report, 2008).

The VICOBA is a village savings and loans scheme based on groups of between 25-30 people saving together and lending to individuals within the group. Training and capacity building is the main component of the programme. The model is based on a year long training and follow up cycle. The first four months a field trainer guides the group through a number of topics ranging from savings and credit group responsibility and business planning, after which they can start to borrow from the collective savings in order to start their own SME (SEDIT Report 2008).

SEDIT provides technical skills to group members through training. Members are equipped with knowledge on the meaning and importance of a VICOBA group, meaning and importance of VICOBA group leadership committee, rules and regulations, conflict resolution skills, saving and credit operations guidelines, any cross cutting issues relevant to each particular community such as HIV/AIDS and finally entrepreneurship skills (SEDIT Report 2008).

3.4	Policy Reviews
Tanzania Government has formulated policies which have negative and positive impact to development of formal and informal financial institutions. Formal financial institutions include commercial banks while the informal category comprises SACCOS, Savings and Credit Associations (SACAs), and a host of CBOs, NGOs, and Village Cooperative Banks (VICOBA). The formal and informal financial institution aim at eradicating poverty by ensuring community people have access to capital for purpose of improving their economic activities such as agriculture and commercial. 

3.4.1	National Microfinance policy 2000
The National Microfinance policy 2000 is the policy guided by the vision of formation of microfinance institution throughout the country. The policy allows the wide range of institution to be involved in the provision of services including specialized and non-specialized banks, non bank financial institution, rural community banks, cooperative banks, SACCOS and NGO’s. The National Micro-finance Policy covers all policy aspects related to the financial instruments and institutions relevant to rural finance. 

The policy is a framework that lays out the principles guiding the operations of the microfinance systems, as it covers the provision of financial services to households, small scale farmer and micro enterprises in urban and rural areas. Also the policy emphasizes the capacity building to microfinance institutions. The capacity building should emphasize on bringing the microfinance to the level at which they can operate at quality services and profitable operations.

Although the policy has been able to explain various things it is considered to be outdated policy. This policy needs a thorough review to provide clear objectives that address a conducive business environment for small entities and informal institutions such as Village Community Banks.

3.4.2	Cooperative Policy 2002
The  policy provides for the formation, making a constitution, registration and operation of cooperative societies and for other matters incidental to or otherwise connected with those purposes.  The policy intended to provide a framework for the restructured co-operatives to operate on the basis of independent, voluntary and economically viable principles; and ensure co-operatives are member-controlled private organizations, which respect the principles of good management.

The Cooperative Policy has repositioned government commitment to support cooperatives which are owned and managed by their members by creating a conducive environment for their development into competitive entities in the context of a market economy. The policy recognizes economic groups as important initiatives towards membership based cooperatives and emphasises business minded leadership in running the cooperatives. In the context of rural finance, the Cooperative

The policy also emphasize on the cooperative education and training. The Government realizes it is important to educate people in cooperative values. When the free market was introduced, co-operators had insufficient knowledge about how to operate under the new conditions. As a result cooperatives have not been able to compete effectively in the new system. 
The policy emphasizes the importance and promotion of cooperative education, which will aim to: Develop enlightened and responsible cooperative leaders who can maintain cooperative values and operate efficient business enterprises. Improve the management, business and entrepreneurial skills of cooperative employees and committee members.  Ensure that cooperative members are informed and aware of the nature of cooperative economic activities, their duties and responsibilities and the benefits cooperative membership brings.

3.4.3	National Trade Policy 2003
The National Trade Policy 2003 is the policy which does not clearly address and accommodate the small business entities. The policy objectives are mainly based on economic globalization, international trade, formal economy and export. The main objective of the Trade Policy is to promote a diversified and competitive export sector and to enhance efficient production so as to achieve a long term current account balance. This policy needs to be reviewed to accommodate the strategies for business formalization and create incentives for the newly formalized small businesses.

3.4.4	SMEs Development Policy 2003
The SMEs Development Policy 2003 is the only policy that has addressed the constraints on business formalization and the problems faced by the small entities. The policy objectives highlight the importance of introducing and enabling legal and regulatory framework to simplify business registration and licensing procedures together with the simplified tax system and tax incentives to small businesses. This policy also needs to be reviewed to expand the objectives to enhance the business environment for small entities and create clear incentives for the growth of newly formalized businesses.

3.4.5	Business Formalization Program (MKURABITA) 2004
Business Formalization Program as known in Kiswahili as Mpango wa Kurasimisha Rasilimali na Biashara za wanyonge Tanzania (MKURABITA) is an initiative that
was established by the Government of Tanzania in October 2004, with the objective of transforming property and business assets in the informal sector into legally held and formally operated entities in the formal sector of the economy. The objective is to build an architecture of property and business rules that will bring together, standardize the prevailing local customary arrangements merge them with improved laws on properties (real estate) and business to produce a hybrid that will apply to all Tanzanians. 

The development objective is to empower the targeted beneficiaries to access capital using their assets as loan collateral and operate in the expanded market using the legally acceptable business forms and institutionalized networks. The implementation of MKURABITA’s specific interventions mined into important sectoral programs such as the Agriculture Sector Development Program, Small and Medium Scale Enterprises Development Program, Legal Sector Reform Program, financial sector development initiatives and several other community driven development initiatives.

3.4.6	Millennium Development Goals
The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) aim to eradicating extreme poverty (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Extreme_poverty" \o "Extreme poverty​), reducing child mortality (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Child_mortality" \o "Child mortality​) rates, fighting disease epidemics (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Epidemics" \o "Epidemics​) such as AIDS (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​AIDS" \o "AIDS​), developing a global partnership for development, achieve universal primary education, promote gender equality, empower women, improve maternal health and ensure environmental sustainability. The aim of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) is to encourage development by improving social and economic conditions in the world's poorest countries. The MDGs focus on three major areas of human development (humanity) (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Human_development_%28humanity%29" \o "Human development (humanity)​), bolstering human capital (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Human_capital" \o "Human capital​), improving infrastructure, and increasing social, economic and political rights 

3.4.7	National Strategy for Growth and Reduction of Poverty (NSGRP) – MKUKUTA I (2005) and MKUKUTA II (2010)
Human capability, survival and well being are among the National Strategy for Growth and Reduction of Poverty (NSGRP) - MKUKUTA strategies where issues like social security, health insurance, vulnerable groups like orphans, PLWHIV/AIDS, elders and disabled are provided with, afforded with and accessed with quality food and services like education, information, health, water, prevention and treatments and social protection programs. The MKUKUTA is informed by Vision 2025 and committed to the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). 

The Second National Strategy for Growth and Reduction of Poverty II (NSGRP II or MKUKUTA II in its Kiswahili acronym) is a continuation of the government and commitment to accelerate economic growth and fight against poverty. It is a successor to the first National Strategy for Growth and Reduction of Poverty implemented from 2005/06 to 2009/10.  Mkukuta II emphasize on the growth GDP to all sectors. It promote conducive and enabling business environment by reducing the cost of doing business, including business environment, legal and regulatory reform, easing registration and license requirements in order to promote both domestic and foreign investors, improving market facilities and business infrastructure for small scale operators.

To ensure that there is reduction of income poverty the goverment has provided  various strategies which include expansion and strengthen the role of financial markets, banking sector and capital market in enabling growth, mobilize financing for marginalized groups to access soft loans. Avail technological information (e.g. ICT) and support to entrepreneurs to enhance productivity and profitability of SMEs. Avail capital, credit and other supporting services for SMEs. Improve manufacturing supporting systems, including financing and marketing infrastructure improve access to agricultural financing.

Also MKUKUTA II emphasizes improving the business climate, improving the business environment further by reduce cost of doing business for both large scale manufacturers and SMEs.  Availing capital, credit guarantees to the private sector, and other supporting services, especially for SMEs, through implementation of various empowerment policies, promoting agro processing in order to deepen value addition, including SMEs. Provisional of technological information to entrepreneurs for purpose of enable them to compete in local, regional and international markets.
3.5	Literature Review Summary
Village Community Bank is basically a saving and credit association incorporating informal financial institutions structures with modern financial institutions. Village Community Bank model was adopted in Tanzania as a result of the success of similar project operating in Niger. This model was called MMD (Mata Masu Dabara) meaning women in the move. The Niger model was started by CARE international and targets women exclusively. The goal of MMD was to provide assistance to the rural poor communities with simple credit facilities so as to enable them, initiate and operate family income generating activities. In other hand the goal of VICOBA is more or less the same as the goal of MMD of mobilizing the resources from the members of poor community for purpose of enabling them to obtain soft loan for operating income generating activities.












This chapter aim to provides the implementation of the project. This includes activities that have been implemented and resources used to accomplish the planned activities. The chapter provide information about output of the project, project planning, staffing pattern and the tentative budget of the activities to be implemented in the project. Implementation plan is a plan design that indicates the table of activities, resources required to implement the project and responsible persons who will execute the activities. Also the implementation plan shows the sequence of activities and time that will be implemented.

4.2	 Products and Output of the Project 
A product and output of the project is the result of the project after the inputs or resources have been  used to accomplish various activities which have been undertaken. This project has  various activities that will produce a number of output at the end of the project. The project will provide training to group leaders and group members. Therefore this project has the following outputs:
(i)	Twenty one (21) VICOBA group leader trained on Leadership skills.

(ii)	One hundred and eigty (180) VICOBA group members trained on entrepreneuship, business and financial management skills.

4.3	  Project Planning 
Project planning is a discipline for stating how a project will be accomplished within
certain timeframe and budget. Project planning is the plan that involves various activities that have been implemented in the project. Chart No 2 shows project  Implementation plan.

Chart No 2: Project Implementation Plan

Activities	Project month June 2011	Resources needed	Person responsible
	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	11	12		
1. Training of 21 group leaders about leadership and group management skills.													Venue, Training manual/materialsTransport	CED student/VICOBA leaders.
2. To train 180 group members about entrepreneurship skill, business and financial management													Venue, Training manual/materialsTransport	CED student, Community development staff and Cooperative  staff
Source: Researcher Findings 2011

4.3.1	Implementation plan – Logical Framework Matrix (LFM)
Logical Framework Matrix (LFM) involves the analysis and documentation of objectives and output/results, what shall be done to achieve the objectives (the activities), how (the means) and the potential assumptions. (Ngailo,2010) 


Table 12: Logical Frame Work Matrix 
Project Description	Objectively Verifiable Indicators (OVI)	Means of Verification	Assumptions
Goal: Provision of knowledge to Village community Bank group members about entrepreneurship skills and group management skills	Number of Village community Banks equipped with entrepreneurship skills.	Project report	Willingness of members to attend trainingAvailability of logistics and training materials
Specific objective1. To Train 21 group leaders on leadership and group management skills.	21 group leaders trained by June 2011	Training  report	Willingness of members to attend trainingAvailability of logistics and training materials
2. To Train 180 group members on entrepreneurship skills.	180 group member trained by June 2011	Training  report	Willingness of members to attend trainingAvailability of logistics and training materials
Output1. Twenty one VICOBA group leaders trained on Leadership skills.	21 group leaders attended the training	Training  report	Willingness of members to attend training.Availability of logistics and training materials
3. One eighty VICOBA group members trained on entrepreneurship, business and financial management skills.	Number of  group member attended the training	Training  report	Willingness of members to attend training.Availability of logistics and training materials
Activities1. Training of 21 group leaders about leadership and group management skills	Leaders trained on leadership and group management skills 	Training  report	Willingness of members to attend training.Availability of logistics and training materials
3. To train 180 group members about entrepreneurship skill, business and financial management	Group members trained on entrepreneurship and how to build entrepreneurship culture, simple book keeping, business management and financial management	Training  report	Willingness of members to attend training.Availability of logistics and training materials
Source: Researcher findings 2011
4.3.2	Project Input
The project inputs are those resources which are needed to accomplish the proposed project activities. The resources include funds, time, material and Human resources. Time required to accomplish the project is One year where by the first six month will be for doing community need assessment and training while the last six month is for monitoring and evaluation. The amount of money required for the project is Tshs. 2, 596,000/=. Therefore the following is the inputs required to accomplish each objective of the project of capacity building of VICOBA groups in Njombe Township Ward.

Objective one was to train 21 group leaders about leadership and group management knowledge. To achieve this objective the human resource is important. The human resources required are facilitator to facilitate the training to VICOBA group leaders. Financial resources are important to accomplish the objective. The financial resources needed for this objective is money to pay facilitators and materials required in the training. Therefore Tshs. 80,000/= were used to pay two facilitator from Community Development department and Tshs. 65,000/= were used to produce handout, Tshs. 10,000/= were used for transport, Tshs.10,000/= were used purchase training material (flip chart, marker pen and masking tape) and Tshs. 10,000 was used for refreshments.Time is an important input to complete this objective. For this objective 2 days are required to provide training to group leaders.

Objective number two was to train 180 group members about entrepreneurship skills.  In order to achieve this objective the human resources was important. The human resources required are facilitator to facilitate the training to VICOBA group members. The financial resource is important to accomplish the objective. The financial resources needed for this objective is money to pay facilitators and materials required in the training such as handouts, flip chart, marker pen and masking tape. Therefore Tshs 1,440,000/= were used to pay four facilitator for 18 days. Tshs. 468,000/= were used to produce handouts, Tshs. 90,000/= were used for transport, Tshs. 23,000/= to purchase training materials (flip chart, marker pen and masking tape) and Tshs. 70,000 was used for refreshments. Time is an important input to complete the various activities under this objective. For this objective 3 session is enough to provide training to each VICOBA groups. Therefore 18 days were required to provide training to sixVICOBA group members.

4.3.3	Project Staffing Patterns
This section provide the guide that help to operationalize the activities during implementation which involve location of staffs and assign the task.The staffing pattern of this project was designed depending on technical capacity of the staff. Staffing pattern is the process of defining what job needs to be done, how many staff will be needed to accomplish the stated jobs and the necessary qualification required to successfully perform in each position. 

To project staffing for capacity building of VICOBA group require competent staff with relevant skill concerning entrepreneuship, business and financial management. Therefore in the case of this project four facilitators were required during training period. The Facilitator included




Project budget is the costs prediction of particular activities of the project. Those costs includes labour cost, material cost and other related expenses. The cost of implementing the project is approximated to be Tanzania shillingis 2,758,000/= as indicated in the Table 13 below. The inputs required to accomplish the objective include stationery, Venue, training manuals/materials and the money for transport of facilitor and researcher. 

Table 13: Project Budget   
Activity	input needed	units	Quantity	unit costs	Total costs	Sources of project financing
















 To conduct participatory monitoring and evaluation of the project activities	Transport	Days	12	5,000	60,000	Researcher
	Refreshments	Lump sum			20,000	Researcher
Sub total					80.000	




Source: Research findings 2011

4.4	Project Implementation 
The project implemented  was for the purpose of building the capacity of the Village Community Bank in Njombe Township Ward Project by conducting various training. 

4.4.1	Project implementation Report
The implementation of the activities started in February 2011 by conducting training to Village Community Bank group leaders and group members as narrated bellow:

4.4.1.1	Training of 21 group leaders about leadership and group management skills
Two days training was conducted to twenty one (21) Village Community Bank group leader from  six group of  Mahusiano, Mshikamano, Utu wema, Upendo, Tupendane and Tulipamwinga. The training obtained was concerning leadership skills which included style of leadership, quality of the good leader, How to lead the income generating groups and group conflict management. Appendex15 shows the training details.
Chart No 3: Project implementation Gantt chart
Activities	Duration ( 2011)
	J	F	M	A	M	J	J	A	S
Conducting need assessment of Village Community Bank.									
Training of 21 group leaders about leadership and group management skills									
Training 180 group members about entrepreneuship, business management and financial management 									
To conduct Monitoring and evaluation									
Project writing, presentation and submission									
Source: Researcher findings 2011

4.4.1.2	To train 180 group members about entrepreneurship skill, business and financial management




5.0	PROJECT PARTICIPATORY MONITORING, EVALUATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

5.1	 Introduction
This Chapter provide information of the process of monitoring and evaluation during implementation period, after project has been implemented and sustainability plan of the project. Monitoring plan was prepared before the project was implementated while the actual plan shows various meethods used to collect project information and analysis. Also the project evaluation was planned before implementation, during implementation and after implementation.

5.2	  Participatory Monitoring
Participatory monitoring is the regular, systematic and purposeful observation and recording of the activities taking place in a project. Is the way in which project are measured, managed and kept on tract according to plans. Monitoring involves the collection, analysis, communication and use of information about the project progress (Ngailo 2010).  Participatory monitoring involves day-to-day follow up of the project activities to ensure that the activities have been done as planned by Village Community Bank groups and researcher. 

The objective of the participatory monitoring is to highlight strength and weaknesses in project implementation so that necessary changes can be made to improve performance of the project. Also it is involving keeping track of recording activities information on a daily, weekly, monthly or seasonal basis and analyze the information monitored to obtain important feedback which can be used in the future during participatory Evaluation.

5.2.1	Monitoring Information System
Monitoring information system is a system designed to collect and report information on a project and project activities to enable a manager to plan, monitor and evaluate the operations and performance of the project (CEDPA, 1994). The monitoring information systems of this project were arranged in such away the information collected from the site where activities was taking place.  The Chairmen, Secretary of each VICOBA groups together with researcher are responsible of data collection at the place where the training activities is conducted. The data collection forms for entrepreneurship, financial and business management skills training is designed and given to trainer to fill in the information while they are on the act of the training. The tool for data collections facilitate well the work and information collected processed and analyzed.

5.2.2	Participatory Monitoring Methods Used
5.2.2.1	Review Records
Monitoring information was gathered through various records in order to verify number of people trained in leadership training, entrepreneurship, business and financial skills. Record review was useful for determining and understanding of trainees, contents and usefulness of the material provided during training and ability of trainee’s to understand the contents. Attendance register helped in monitoring team to know the number of people participated in the training. Participation in group and final training evaluation was used to know if the trainees understood the training contents.

5.2.2.2	Visits
The researcher physically visited the group member’s business place and observes if participants have been able to apply various techniques which were obtained during the training. 

5.2.2.3	Meetings
Meetings were also used in monitoring process where by researcher attended group meetings to discuss with members concerning their business progress.

5.2.3	Monitoring questions
In order to monitor the project implementation the following questions were formulated. 
(i)	Which project have been implemented in your VICOBA groups this year 2011
(ii)	Was training obtained concerning enterprenership, business and financial management useful to your business?
(iii)	If the training was not useful, why?
(iv)	Which knowledge have you acquired that you did not have before?  

5.2.3.1	Finding and analysis
During discussion conducted in VICOBA group meeting to obtain the clear picture of the training conducted concerning the entrepreneurship skills, business and financial management. The group members addimit that the skills obtained  have changed their business behavious. Before obtaining the training they were doing the business without recording the business transactions, therefore they were not sure if their business was profitable or not. But after the training they are able to record all the business income and expenditure which help them to calculate the profit and loss in their business.

Also through the group work activities during the training and final evaluation after training reveals that training about entrepreneurship skills, business and financial management was useful to their business. 17% of the trainees addimit to understand the training contents. The researcher visited the VICOBA group member’s business place and observes if participants have been able to apply various techniques which were obtained during the training. The researcher has noted that:  some of group members have two exercise books, one for recording the income and expenditure and another one for recording buying and selling on credit. Some have one exercise book whereby all transaction of income and expenditure and buying and selling on credit are recorded.
 
Also 35.5% trainees have acguired various knowledge of recording income and expenditure, calculation of profit and loss, How to use the profit and buying, selling on credit. 25.8% trainees have been able to calculate profit and loss of their small business. 16.1%  trainee have obtained skills about recording income and expenditure of their business. 12.9% trainees have been able to plan for their profit obtained from the business.
Table 14: Monitoring Plan
Objective	Activities	Indicators	Means of verification	Data source	Methods/Tools	Time frame
To Train 21 group leaders about leadership and group management knowledge.	Training of 21 group leaders about leadership and group management skills.	Training conducted	Attendance register	Final daily registerTraining report	Observation, meetings Individual participation in class and group work	April 2011
To strengthen 180 group members about enterpreuship skills	To train 180 group members about entrepreneuship and business and financial management	Training conducted	Attendance register	Final daily registerTraining report	Observation, meetings Individual participation in class and group work	April 2011
Source: Researcher findings 2011


5.3	   Participatory Evaluation
Participatory evaluation is project evaluation which involves beneficiries, stakeholders and development patners to evaluate the objective achievement in terms of quality, efficiency and effectiveness. Participatory evaluation of capacity building of VICOBA group in Njombe Township Ward  involved VICOBA group leaders and goverment learders, so as to make sure the objective of project is achieved. Evaluation is a systematic investigative collection of information that can help to       determine whether a project is proceeding as planned and whether it is meeting its stated program goals and project  objectives according to the proposed timeline. During evaluation data are examined to determine if current operations are satisfactory or if some modification might be needed (Ngailo, 2010)
5.3.1	Performance Indicators
The basis of the project evalution is the outputs, outcome and impact of project which was identified during the planning stage. Thus the evaluation begin at the start of a project with the collection of the baseline information. The baseline information gives us the important information which are later compared with follow up information to see how much things have been changed. The evaluation minimizes the cost of project and increases project efficiency by identifying the weakness or duplication in order to make improvement.





The group discussion were be conducted to evaluate the reaction of group members , to understand their business progress. Through discussion people were able to express their feeling about actual implementation after training. The focus group discussion were done by Community development facilitator, cooperative facilitator and CED student.
5.3.2.2	Evaluation Question
The following is the evaluation questions
1.	Did the project meet the stated goals and objective?
2.	What is the main strength and weakness of the project?
3.	Were the objectives achieved in time?

5.3.2.3	Evaluation Results
Through the Focus group discussion it shows that the VICOBA groups were happy with the outcome of the project whereby group leaders and group members were capacitated with leadership and group management skills, entrepreneurship skills, financial and business management skills. The outcome of the skills obtained include proper recording of income and expenditure of the business, calculation of the business profit and loss, How to use the profit and buying and selling on credit.

5.4	Project Sustainability
Sustainability can be defined as the ability of a project to maintain its operations, services and benefits during its projected life time. Also Ngailo (2010) defines the project sustainability as the ability of the project to generate the required results after the project come to an end or after the project sponsors have finished their duty to financing or providing the technical assistance to the project.This project has been implemented with full support of beneficiaries because they were involved in the formulation of the project up to implemention of the project. This made them to built their sense of ownership, accountability, transparency and public awareness. Due to that the group members will be committed to continue after the end of the project.
Also during the implementation of the project Community Development officer and Cooperative Officer fully participated in the training  therefore the project will be included in their normal activities and provide technical support to group members and thus ensure sustainability of the project. On other hand the group and organization leaders will ensure the group members slowly utilize the knowledge obtained in the training by making sure that the project development being discussed in group meetings. 

5.4.1	Financial sustainability
Continued implementation of the project require availability of funds to buy training material and to cover transport cost. The VICOBA group leaders assisted by Community Development officer and Cooperative Officer mobilize resources so that the training is availed to other VICOBA group leaders and group members who were not covered by the project but require such training.

5.4.2	Political Sustainability







6.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

6.1 Introduction
This chapter provides the conclusion and recomendation of the participatory need assessment, literature review, project implementation, participatory monitoring, evaluation and sustainability of the project. Research was conducted in Njombe Township Ward in January 2011 were Community Needs Assessment purposely done to identify probelm encountered in VICOBA groups in Njombe Township Ward. It was through the identified problem the project of Capacity Building of Village Community Banks groups was implemented.

6.2	 Conclusion
From the Participatory Need Assessment conducted to VICOBA groups in  Njombe Township Ward the researcher came out with the following conclusion. The VICOBA groups identify various problem which include inadequate  entrepreneurship skills, inadequate capital to expand the business, poverty, high prices of agriculture inputs, high Local Authority taxes and lack of ready market for some of their products. Therefore various stakeholders are needed to address the VICOBA group problems mention above.

The researcher decided to assisting VICOBA group members to tackle the problem of inadequate entrepreneurship skills by conducting training sessions to VICOBA group leaders and group members. Through training the VICOBA groups will perform better to their small business they are performing and thereafter ineffective use of their resources.   
Training is the one of the tools which can be used as a change agent in entrepreneurs. Training is important tool for growth of MSEs. Through training owners of business can acquire networks, technology, and new and better business management. Better performance of the small business depends on the business knowledge you have to effective and efficiently utilize the resources obtained from the financial institutions.  Provision of credit alone without business skills will hinder the performance of enterprises. 

Different literatures have been explained about Village Community Banks groups which are common phenomena in Tanzania and not restricted to Njombe Township ward alone. Other African countries are also practicing the community lending model to empower their people financially, economically and socially. Participatory monitoring and evaluation was done during and after training to ensure that the VICOBA group members obtained the required skills. During training session group discussion and training evaluation were conducted to ensure each group member has understood the training contents. Group meetings and visits were done by the researcher to ensure that the VICOBA group members are practically use skills obtained from the training. 

6.3	 Recommendations  
The following are recommendations   
(i)	The design and implementation of any project should be done in participatory way with beneficiaries for purpose of build sense of ownership, sense of accountability and responsibility. All this will result in effective and efficient implementation of the project. Also the implementation of project will build capacity of the beneficiaries to implement other projects.

(ii)	The process of formulation up to implemented of project took short time. Therefore it was not easy to assess fully the impact of training in business development. Therefore I recommend for other similar projects to be implemented for at least one to two years.
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Appendix 1:	Distribution of Administrative units by Ward, Njombe Town Council, 2009









Source: Njombe Town Council (Administration Department), 2009












Source: Population Projection Report, NBS, 2010
Appendix 3:	 Distribution of primary schools by Ward and by Hamlets









Source: Njombe Town Council (Education and Vocation Training dept) 2011


Appendix 4:	Total enrolments in Primary school by sex and by class
class	Males	Female	Total
	Number 	Percent	Number	Percent	








Source: Njombe Town Council, Education and Vocation Training Dept, 2011

Appendix 5:	Distribution of secondary school and student enrolment
































Appendix 6:	Summary of Health facilities by ward and ownership
WARD	HOSPITAL	HEALTH CENTRE	DISPENSARY









Source: Njombe Town Council, Medical Department, 2010

Appendix 7:	Demand and Supply of water by Ward









 Source: Njombe Town Council, water supply Department, September 2009.
Appendix 8:	List of other service provider
Name of service provider	Area implemented
SHIPO	Lilombwi and Miva gravity scheme
Roman Catholic	Mtila, Uwemba and Utalingoli gravity schemes
TANWAT	Kibena
TASAF	Ichenga and Mwanyago Hydram scheme
Sources: Njombe Town Council, water supply Department, September 2009

















































Appendix 12:	Summary of road classification by type and by condition
Road classification	Responsible	Road surface
		Paved	Graveled	Earth





















Appendix 13:	 Questionnaire on Community Needs Assessment

1.	Sex              (i) Male        (ii) Female

2.	Age

















6.	What problem do you encounter in your operations?

7.	What are the economic activities undertaking in the community?
(i)	Petty business only
(ii)	Cultivation only
(iii)	Petty business and cultivation
(iv)	None








10.	Which problem do you encounter in day to day operation of your income generating activities?








12.	Is there any strategy for conserving the environment for future generation?
(i)	Planting trees
(ii)	Community to avoid cutting of trees
(iii)	All above







14.	Is the health service enough to cover all population around the Ward?
(i)	Yes
(ii)	No
Appendix 14: Monitoring and Evaluation Questionnaire
1.	Sex              (i) Male        (ii) Female

2.	Age
(i)  18 – 34     (ii) 35 – 39      (iii) 40 – 49        (iv) Above 49

3.	Which project have been implemented in your VICOBA groups this year 2011









5. 	If the training was not useful, why?

6.     	Which knowledge have you acquired that you did not have before?  
(i)	Proper recording of income and expenditure
(ii)	Calculation of profit and loss
(iii)	How to use the profit
(iv)	Buying and selling on credit
(v)	All above




5.	What is the main strength and weakness of the project?

6.	Were the objectives achieved in a timely manner?
(i)	Yes
(ii)	No
Appendix 15: Training manual – Leadership skills
Training Goals and Objective

Goal: To provide participants with the opportunity to acquire necessary skills in leadership.

Objectives: By the end of the training session the participants will be able to:
	Understand the style of leadership
	Understand the quality of the good leader
	Understand how to lead the income generating groups
	Understand how to manage the group conflicts.

Training Methodology
Being an adult training, the training will be participatory. Various methods will be used including group discussions and presentations, experience sharing. The training will be highly participatory with very short presentations from the facilitators. This method aimed to enhance participant’s level of understanding.

Training Participants
VICOBA Group leader  

Duration of training
To complete the training 4 days are required to train group leaders spending six hours daily. Five hours will be for conducting sessions and one hour for refreshments. The session  will start at 11 in the morning up to 5 in the afternoon. 
Venue
The training will be conducted in the place where group meeting is conducted.

 Language




Leadership Skills	Who is a leaderQualities of the good leaderHow to lead the income generating groupsGroup conflict management

Lesson titles
Lesson No.1: Introduction to the training of leadership and group management
Lesson No.2: leadership skills











Title of the session: Introduction to the training of leadership and group management to VICOBA group members. 
Objectives of the session: At the end of the session participants will be able to:
	Be welcomed to the training
	Introduced each other and their groups.
	Review the objectives of the training




10 min Introduction	SILC organization chairman welcome participants to the training	
15 minIntroduction	Introduction session where by each participants introduce himself/herself	
10 minIndividual/ brainstorming	After the introductions, facilitator asks participants to take a pen and paper and to answer to question.‘what do you think or hope you might get out of this training”Invite participants to present their response.	Pen and paper
10minDiscussion	Facilitator present to the participants the objective of the training so that they can compare their expectations and the actual objective of the training.	Flipchart, marker pen and masking tape.




Title of the session: Leadership skills 
Objectives of the session: At the end of the session participants will be able to:
	Understand the style of leadership
	Explain quality of good leadership

Duration of the session: 2 hours 35 minutes.
Time & Technique	Activity	Materail
20 minutesDiscussion	Facilitator introduce topic and ask participants to define a word “leader”	
45 MinutesBrainstorms/Discussion	Facilitator ask participants to discuss the style of leadership	Flipchart, masking tape and marker pen
45 minutesBrainstorms/Discussion	Ask the participants to discuss the quality of the good leadership	Flipchart, masking tape and marker pen














Leadership is a trait that enables one to influence others opinion to do something according to his choice.

Different forms of leadership
Elected, Nominated, Acceptable, Appointed, Informal, Self-proclaimed, Empowered and  Political

Leadership is a crucial part of fostering strong groups. Leadership helps group members to set directions and priorities, to organize into groups that function well, to maintain enthusiasm and purpose and to put action on-the-ground.

Style of leadership 
Depending on the behavior of leaders and generally classified into three types.
These are:
	Autocratic leadership
	Participatory leadership or leadership in partnership
	Uncensored leadership

Characteristics of autocratic leadership:
	All decisions and strategies are made by the leader
	Leader directs strategies and steps. Uncertainty remains for future course of actions.
	Leader instructs specific persons to do specific things
	Leader prefers to flourish individualism in all aspects. Praise own initiatives and criticizes the efforts of team members. Keep aside from active participation in team activities.
Characteristics of partnership leadership
	All decisions and strategies are taken through group discussion, decisions and cooperation.
	Methods and steps are decided through discussion. The leader explains the goal and general strategies.
	The team members can distribute the works among them through mutual discussion.
	The leader takes into account the realities and keeps confidence of the team members       through praising their initiatives.

Characteristics of uncensored leadership
	The team members are given unlimited freedom to decide; the leader does not interrupt.
	The leader ensures supply of materials and equipment
	The leader keeps aloof from participation
	Only when there is crisis the leader attempts to control the team members

Quality of the good leader
	Establishes direction and vision 
	Encourages and supports others 
	Is inspiring and motivating 
	Has passion, enthusiasm and commitment 




Title of the session: Group management skills 
Objectives of the session: At the end of the session participants will be able to :
	Understand how to lead the income generating group
	Understand how to manage the group conflicts

Duration of the session: 3 hours.
Time & Technique	Activity	Material
40 minutesDiscussion	Facilitator introduce topic and ask participants to define a word “group” and the meaning of income generating group and how to lead the income generating groups	Flipchart, masking tape and marker pen
20 MinutesBrainstorms/Discussion	Facilitator asks participants to discuss the definition of conflict.	Flipchart, masking tape and marker pen
45 minutesBrainstorms/Discussion	Facilitator presents the topic on how to manage the group conflicts.	Flipchart, masking tape and marker pen
30 minutes	Facilitator asks the participants to divide into groups and discuss the possible conflict that may occur in the group.Invite the participants to present their responses.	Flipchart, masking tape and marker pen






The meaning of the group
A group means some people who come together on a free and voluntary basis and with a spirit of co-operation expressed by mutual love and assistance, sister/brotherhood, justice and honesty; to work together for mutual social and economic benefit. 
There are several reasons why people want to come together: 
	In a group, members have access to goods and services more easily than they would have as individuals.
	Group members pull together scarce resources, own and manage them in order to fight against poverty, food shortage, powerlessness of an individual person against market forces, unemployment and low self esteem.
	Groups can be promoting skills such as enterprise management and problem solving.
	Groups are useful receiving mechanisms for resources from Government and NGO development agencies.
	The group allows more people to be reached.
	It reduces on administrative transaction costs of lending.
	A group reduces default through collective risk taking.
	Groups provide a channel for information.

Managing a Group
Formation of  a group is usually not difficult; the problem is how to manage the group to survive and grow to be strong, self-sustaining and permanent, leading to obtaining legal status.

A group has two categories; ordinary members and committee (or executive) members. It requires active participation both all these to co-ordinate and manage a group's business. Members may consider themselves outside the management. It is your job as mobilizer to ensure that they know the group is theirs, and that the leadership of the group is controlled by them collectively. Members are owners who delegate their powers of management to the group's executive or committee.

























Appendix 16: Training manual – Entrepreneurship skills

Training Goals and Objective
Goal: To provide participants with the opportunity to acquire and practice skills in entrepreneurship, business management and financial management to enhance their abilities to run their business profitably, hence improving their well-being.

Objectives: By the end of the training session the participants will be able to:
	Understand the meaning of entrepreneurship and how to build entrepreneurship culture.
	Understand how to record the business income and expenditure
	Calculate profit and loss in the business
	Understand how to use the profit
	Understand how to record the items which are sold and bought on credit
	Understand the plan and management of the business

Training Methodology
Being an adult training, the training will be participatory. Various methods will be used including group discussions and presentations, experience sharing. The training will be highly participatory with very short presentations from the facilitators. This method aimed to enhance participant’s level of understanding.

Training Participants
VICOBA Group members and group leaders  
Duration of training
To complete the Training 18 days are required to train 6 group members (3 days to each group), spending six hours daily. Five hours will be for conducting sessions and one hour for refreshments. The session starts at 11 in the morning up to 5 in the afternoon. 

Venue
The training will be conducted in the place where group meeting is conducted.

 Language




Entrepreneurship and howto build entrepreneurshipculture	What is entrepreneurship?Who is an entrepreneur,Qualities of entrepreneurshipHow to build the entrepreneurship culture
Financial Management	Recording income and expenditureCalculation of profit and lossHow to use profitSelling and buying on credit





Lesson No.1: Entrepreneurship skills 
Lesson No.2: Financial management skills
Lesson No.3: Business management skills.

Lesson No-1
Title of the session: entrepreneurship skills 
Objectives of the session: At the end of the session participants will be able to:
	Understand the meaning of entrepreneurship and how to build entrepreneurship culture 
Duration of the session: 2 hours 30 minutes.
Time & Technique	Activity	Material
40 minutesDiscussion	Facilitator introduce topic and ask participants to explain the meaning of entrepreneurship and entrepreneur.	Flipchart, masking tape and marker pen
20 MinutesBrainstorms/Discussion	Facilitator asks participants to discuss the qualities of entrepreneurship.	Flipchart, masking tape and marker pen
45 minutesBrainstorms/Discussion	Facilitator presents the topic on how to build entrepreneurship culture.	Flipchart, masking tape and marker pen






Is creating something different with value by devoting time and efforts, and assuming risks for success 

Meaning of entrepreneur
An entrepreneur is the one who buys goods and services at certain prices with a view of selling them at uncertain prices in the future 
Or
An entrepreneur is one who creates a new business in the face of risk and uncertainty for the purpose of achieving profit and growth by identifying significant opportunities and assembling the necessary resources to capitalize on.

Qualities of entrepreneurship
A successful entrepreneur normally needs to have a certain qualities which enable him or her to perform better on his/her business. The following are common characteristics/attributes which identify entrepreneurs from non-entrepreneurs:
	Capacity and willingness to assume risk.
	Hardworking
	Creative and imaginative thinking
	Innovativeness and willingness to adapt to change
	Ability to mobilize resources
	Commitment, determination, and perseverance
	Prompt and sound decision- making











How to build the entrepreneurship culture
An enterprising culture 
is ‘a commitment of the individual to the  continuing pursuit of opportunities and developing an entrepreneurial endeavor to its growth potentials for the purpose of creating wealth for the individual and adding value to society’ . Culture is important in any dimension of entrepreneurship as it determines the attitudes of individuals towards the initiation of entrepreneurship.

The entrepreneurship culture is built by being innovative, being ready to learn, being committed, easy to change and easily adopt new changes. Therefore to be good entrepreneur it is essential to study the market thoroughly and understand that market’s customers before deciding on the type and kind of product or service to be offered. 

	Work out a sound business plan by doing extensive research.
	Make arrangements for the startup capital by using savings, opting for a micro loan program, or applying for a grant.
	Do extensive market research, get the necessary training and skills required, and learn how to use technology to help run your business easily.
	Study the competition and analyze how you can better them.
	Get a good retail space to run your business as well as decide on the price, making sure it is right and has a profit margin; decide how to utilize the profit, whether you want to save it or reinvest and expand your micro business.
	Make sure that the quality of the product is never compromised and that your customers are happy, ensuring customer retention.
	Learn maintaining day-to-day business transactions and relevant records. Keep track of your customers and understand their changing needs. 
	Develop rapport with the clients so as to retain them as customers. 
	Understand your competitors and their strategies whether they do not snatch business from you. 
	Cultivate habits of making plan in advance and review as time progress. Keep track of your activities with reference to your plan and review it on continuous basis.

Whatever the level and size of the enterprise, entrepreneur must always analyze the following: 
	Marketability of goods and services.
	Availability of raw materials, tools and equipment.
	Location of the enterprise.
	Production processes.
	Production costs and benefits.












Title of the session: Financial management 
Objectives of the session: At the end of the session participants will be able to:
	Understand the recording of income and expenditure of the business.
	Understand how to calculate profit and loss.
	Understand how to use profit

Duration of the session: 3 hours 20 minutes.
Time & Technique	Activity	Material
40 minutesDiscussion	Facilitator introduce topic and ask participants to explain how their keep business record.	Flipchart, masking tape and marker pen
30 MinutesBrainstorms/Discussion	Facilitator asks participants to discuss the skills their have on calculation of profit and loss.	Flipchart, masking tape and marker pen
50 minutesBrainstorms/Discussion	Facilitator presents the topic on how to use profit.	Flipchart, masking tape and marker pen
40 minutesBrainstorms/Discussion	Facilitator asks the participants to form small groups and do the exercise of entering income and expenditure in the cash book and calculation of the profit and loss	Flipchart, masking tape and marker pen





The meaning of business
A business can be producing and selling goods, buying and selling goods, but also giving a service to people. Examples are smoking and selling fish, selling farm produce, selling rice And sugar in the market, building houses, sewing clothes for other people or driving a taxi.

Why bookkeeping?
Bookkeeping means that you write down all the money that comes into your business and all the money that goes out of your business. Bookkeeping is important because you cannot keep everything in your head. People are forgetful by nature.

The advantages of regular bookkeeping are:
	You will know how much money you have received, how much money you have spent and how you have spent it.
	You can calculate whether you are making a profit or a loss.
	You will be able to make better decisions on what to buy and sell.
	You can keep records of buying and selling on credit, so that people can not cheat you.
	You can keep records of money coming in and going out of a group project, and therefore prevent misuse of the money and avoid mistrust amongst group members.
The cash book
The book in which we write all the money that comes in and goes out is called a 'cash book'.
You can use an ordinary arithmetic exercise book as a 'cash book'.
	All money that comes in is written on the left page




Most small scale entrepreneurs do not keep their business and private money separate, but this is necessary to know whether you are making a profit or a loss. In this lesson we will be looking at the money that comes in and goes out of your business. This is called income and expenditure.

What is income?
Income is the money that comes in to your business. Money come in to the business by producing and selling goods, by buying and selling goods, by giving a service (like a taxi driver who provides transport), by receiving gifts from friends or family members, by getting a loan and by inheritance.

What is expenditure?
Expenditure is the money that goes out of your business. Money can go out of the business by buying materials or ingredients (like fish and firewood for fish smoking, cloth for dressmaking, flour for bread baking),  services like transport (taxi, bus), rent and wages.
PROFIT AND LOSS
What is profit?
Profit is the difference between the money that comes in from your sales (or your services) and the money that goes out to produce those goods or provide the service. Profit is not the same as income.

LOSS 
Means that the money is being spent more on producing or buying the goods than on selling the goods.

How to calculate profit/loss
1.	The cash book helps to remember how much money has gone out of business and how much money has come in from sales.
2.	Sum up the money that come in the business.
3.	Sum up the money that goes out of the business.
4.	Substract the amout in 2 above i.e money come in the business to 3 above i.e money goes out of the business.
5.	If the amount is positive it means the profit and if it is negative means loss.

HOW TO USE THE PROFIT
Introduction
Entrepreneur need to decide whether to use the profit for herself or the household or for savings. Most people have so little money that they easily spend it on daily needs. They find it very difficult to keep money apart and not to touch it. However, saving money to plan for future needs will help people to improve their business and their lives.

What are savings?
Savings means that you keep money apart and you do not spend it, unless you have planned to use it for some purpose.

Why saving?
1. to replace or repair old or damaged equipment and utensils.
2. To expand the business.
3. To prepare for emergency cases.
4.	To improve your way of living, examples building a house and sending the children to a good school.
How to save the money?
1. At home:
Advantages:
	You do not have to travel.
Disadvantages:
	You are tempted to use the money.
	It may not be safe.
2. at the bank.
Advantages
	The money will be safe.
	You will get interest on the money.
 Disadvantages
	You may have to travel.
	Banks are formal institutions that may discourage people.
3. with a savings group:
Advantages:
	You do not have to travel.
	You are encouraged by other group-members to save.
Disadvantage




Title of the session: Business management 
Objectives of the session: At the end of the session participants will be able to:
	Understand record on selling and buying on credit
	Understand the how to plan and manage business.

Duration of the session: 2 hours.
Time & Technique	Activity	Material
40 minutesDiscussion	Facilitator introduce topic and ask participants to explain if they doing business by selling and buying on credit.	Flipchart, masking tape and marker pen
40 minutesBrainstorms/Discussion	Facilitator presents the topic about business planning and business management	Flipchart, masking tape and marker pen















BUYING AND SELLING ON CREDIT
Introduction
Buying and selling on credit is very common. It can be very profitable, but it can also be very risky. Some people may only pay after a long time, or not pay at all. Some understanding of credit management will help people to control their businesses better.

Selling on credit
The main advantage of selling on credit is that it is a service to your customers, and will attract some more customers.
But there are more disadvantages than advantages to selling on credit:
	Your customers may delay in repaying, or may not repay you at all.
	There may be quarrels over repayment.
	Selling small items on credit to people (1 loaf of bread, 2 bottles of soft drinks), easily adds to a lot of money, which makes it difficult for you to remember who should repay you and how much money.
	The money that your customers still have to repay cannot be used to buy materials or improve your business.

Therefore it is best not to sell on credit at all.
But if you have to sell on credit, keep the following rules:
1. Only sell on credit to regular customers who you are sure will pay you back on time.
2. Demand payment of part of the amount.
3. Always keep sufficient cash money to buy new stock.
4. Keep records of the people to whom you sell on credit. 

Buying on credit
Buying on credit may help you in your business in the following cases.
	To buy stock in a season when it is cheap (like fish, cassava), preserve and store it and sell it when the prices are high.
	To enable you to buy cheaper in bulk (like flour).

In these cases buying on credit may give you more profit.
The disadvantages of buying on credit are:
	There may be quarrels over repayment.
	You may forget about it.
	There is the tendency to buy unnecessary things.
	Sometimes you have to pay more when you buy on credit (interest)

Therefore if you decide to buy on credit, be sure that you will be able to repay your credit on time. Before buying on credit find out how much profit you will make with your business. The profit should be enough to repay your credit, and still leave some money for savings.

THE CREDIT BOOK
The meaning of credit book
The credit book keeps record of all the money that customers have to repay you and all the money you have to repay to others. You can keep two credit books, one for the goods that you have sold on credit and one of the goods that you bought on credit.

 How to record goods sold on credit
	Draw 6 column of  date, goods, amount, payment, total amount the customer has to repay and signature or thumb print of customer

Note: Every time a customer buys something on credit, you write down the date, the goods and the amount. After that you add the amount to the balance. Every time the customer repays or pays part of the debt, you record it under payment. After each payment you have to adjust the balance to see whether the customer has paid all his debts or whether she/he still has to repay you some amount. Request the customer to sign or make a thumbprint each time she/he buys on credit or repays you.

Bought on credit
How to record goods bought on credit
	Use one page for each supplier
	Draw 6 column of  date, goods, amount, payment, Balance: total amount you still have to pay the supplier and signature or thumb print of customer
The 'bought on credit' book is filled in the same way as the 'sold on credit' book.
BUSINESS PLANNING
Introduction
Most people are used to running small scale enterprises where they work with small sums of money on a day to day basis. They do not take advantage of wholesale and bulk purchasing. In this way they spend more money than necessary. Better planning of their business will help them to reduce their costs and increase their sales, thus making more profit.

What is business planning?
Business planning means thinking about the future of your business. It not only means thinking about how to expand your business in the long term, but also how to organize your business in the short term.

Good planning of business help to reduce costs and therefore increase the profit. Good planning also helps to prepare for the future.

Reduce your costs by good planning for buying:
	Buying at the lowest possible price (compare the prices of different suppliers and/or buy during the season when the price is very low)
	Buying in bulk, if they are goods that can be stored.
	Buying the right quantity of perishable products (like tomatoes).
	Reducing travel and transport costs.

Reduce your costs by good planning for production:
	Producing the quantity (of perishable goods) that people will buy.
	Inspect the quality of the goods you produced, and pack it in a neat way.
	Prevent wasting materials.
	Producing a lot at one time may be more profitable than producing small amounts at different times.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
What is good business management?
Good business management means organizing the business in such a way that you make as much profit as possible. Good business management can be represented by four P's: Product, Place, Price and Promotion

Product: choose a product that people want and need and make sure it is of good quality.

Place: decide on a place where there will be many customers and few other sellers with the same product.

Price: set a price that covers your costs, gives you profit and which customers are prepared to pay.

Promotion: attract customers to buy the product.

Characteristics of a good sales person
A good sales person should:
	Be friendly and helpful.
	Be polite and understanding.
	Be clean and neat.
	Make sure that the product is always available and of good quality

What do you have to find out before starting a business?
	Choose a business that suits your ability and experience.
	Find out whether it is profitable by observing people who are already in the business and by finding out about the costs of production and the selling price.
	Make a calculation of all the costs involved, and the profit you will make.
	Find out all the details involved to make this business successful, by considering the four P's.
	Calculate how much you will have to invest in setting up the business (constructions, materials, tools).
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